Control of the EOF in CE using polyelectrolytes of different charge densities.
The control of the EOF direction and magnitude remains one of the more challenging issues for the optimization of separations in CE. In this work, we investigated the possibility to use variously charged polyanions for a fine-tuning of the EOF using polyelectrolyte multilayers. For that purpose, polyanions of poly(acrylamide-co-2-acrylamido-2-methyl-1-propanesulfonate) (PAMAMPS) with different chemical charge rates varying between 3 and 100% were used. These copolymers are statistic hydrophilic copolymers of acrylamide (AM) and 2-acrylamido-2-methyl-1-propanesulfonate (AMPS). The study of the influence of the chemical charge rate (AMPS molar proportion in the copolymer) on the electroosmotic mobility (mu(eo)) of a capillary modified by a polyelectrolyte bilayer (polycation/PAMAMPS) revealed that the fine-tuning of the EOF was possible, at least for cathodic or slightly anodic EOF (micro(eo) from -5 x 10(-5) to +35 x 10(-5) cm(2)V(-1)s(-1)). Electroosmotic mobility values were compared with the free-draining electrophoretic mobilities of the PAMAMPS constituting the last layer of the capillary coating. The stability of the EOF is discussed in detail on the basis of successive determinations of electroosmotic mobility and migration times. The application to the separation of a model peptide mixture demonstrated the interest (and the simplicity) of this approach for optimizing resolution and analysis time. Experimental resolutions were compared to the theoretical ones that we would obtain on a fused-silica capillary having the same EOF as the coated capillary.